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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 



Accident OverviewAccident Overview

• 7:14  pm
• Boeing 737-74H 
• 1 fatality, 1 serious injury and 21 

minor injuries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On December 8, 2005, about 7:14 pm central standard time, Southwest Airlines flight 1248, a Boeing 737‑74H, ran off the departure end of runway 31 center after landing at Midway Airport in Chicago. The airplane rolled through a blast fence, an airport perimeter fence, and onto an adjacent roadway, where it struck an automobile before coming to a stop. A individual in the automobile was killed, another automobile occupant received serious injuries, and three other automobile occupants received minor injuries. Eighteen of the 103 airplane occupants received minor injuries during the evacuation of the aircraft, and the airplane was substantially damaged. 



Weather and Runway ConditionsWeather and Runway Conditions

• Worst runway braking action reported 
was “fair to poor”

• Tailwind of 8 knots, right quartering
• Visibility of ½ mile
• Moderate snow and freezing fog
• Temperature 28 F

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows some of the weather and runway conditions at Midway at the time of the accident. Instrument weather conditions prevailed at the time of the accident landing.  The only available approach above minimums was for Runway 31C.  The runway had been plowed 27 minutes prior to the landing.



Aircraft Systems ExaminationsAircraft Systems Examinations

• No preimpact anomalies
– Antiskid system
– Ground spoiler system
– Wheel brake system 
– Throttle quadrant and linkage
– Thrust reverser systems
– Engines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regarding the mechanical condition of the airplane, post-accident examination and testing of components of the airplane’s antiskid,  ground spoiler, and wheel brake systems revealed no evidence of pre-impact anomalies. In addition, investigators found no pre-impact anomalies with the engine controls and the throttle quadrant on the flight deck and associated linkages below the cockpit floor level. �No anomalies were discovered in the thrust reverser systems or with the aircraft engines.




Approx Touchdown 
Point

Displaced 
Threshold

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a depiction of Midway Airport with an arrow pointing to the approximate touchdown point on runway 31 Center, along with an arrow pointing to the displaced threshold for that runway.  This touchdown point was within normal operating expectations.  The final resting point of the accident airplane is also annotated.  The airport occupies about one square mile of land and is surrounded by densely populated commercial and residential areas.  



Blast Fence and 
ILS Antenna

Perimeter Fence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the end of runway 31 Center and the blast fence, instrument landing system antenna array, and perimeter fence that the airplane rolled through before it stopped in the roadway intersection. 



Flight 1248 AnimationFlight 1248 Animation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would now like to show an animation of the accident flight derived from the flight data recorder data.  This animation depicts day, visual flight rules conditions.  Visibility for the pilots differed at the time of the accident.



Play animation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By way of explanation before the animation is played, this freeze-frame of the animation depicts the moment of touchdown.   During the playback, in the upper left hand corner of the screen, you will see certain FDR items, and text from the cockpit voice recorder. 

In the upper right corner, you will see a depiction of brake pressure…it will quickly rise to about 2800 psi, then rise again slightly to 3000 psi.  This slight rise is because the Captain applied brakes manually during the landing rollout, which deactivated the autobrakes.  Because of the design of the system, no increase in braking effectiveness actually occurred.

Below the brake pressure depiction you will see the thrust reverser status.  The word TRAN will appear in yellow letters indicating that the thrust reversers are in transition.  Shortly thereafter the word DEP will appear in red letters indicating that the thrust reversers are deployed. 

Below the thrust reverser indicators, you will see engine thrust depicted as a percentage of 100%.  

And below that, you will note a groundspeed indicator in knots.

As the animation progresses, you will note that the thrust reversers fully deploy well down the runway, but do not become truly effective until the engine thrust reaches 80%.  By that time the aircraft is almost off the runway proper and about to pass through the blast fence at the end.

All these things happen rather rapidly so watch closely.  





Presenter
Presentation Notes
These next photographs were taken after the accident.  Airport rescue personnel arrived about 2 minutes after the aircraft came to a stop.  This picture was taken during the evacuation by a passenger with a cell phone camera.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photograph was taken later in the evening and shows the aircraft in relation to the road intersection where it came to rest.  



Antenna parts

Perimeter Fence

Blast Fence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photograph was taken the morning after the accident, and is self-explanatory.




Safety IssuesSafety Issues

• The flight crew’s decision to land and 
actions after touchdown

• OPC calculations and assumptions
• SWA policies, guidance, and training
• Runway safety areas (RSAs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were a number of safety issues in this accident, including: the flight crew’s decision to land and actions after touchdown
Onboard Performance Computer calculations and assumptions
SWA policies, guidance, and training
Runway safety areas



Safety IssuesSafety Issues

• Runway surface condition 
assessments and braking action 
reports

• Airplane-based friction measurements
• Arrival landing distance assessments 

and safety margins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also,
 Runway surface condition assessments and braking action reports, airplane-based friction measurements, and arrival landing distance assessments and safety margins.
These last three safety issues are the ones we will focus on today.



Runway Surface Condition AssessmentsRunway Surface Condition Assessments

• Three Methods
– Airplane braking action report
– Contaminant type and depth  
– Runway friction measurement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three methods for assessing the runway surface condition: airplane braking action reports, observations of contaminant type and depth, and quantitative measurement.


[NEXT SLIDE]




Airplane Braking Action ReportAirplane Braking Action Report

• Flight crew describes actual stopping 
performance, after landing (good, fair, 
poor, nil)

• Reported to ATC; relayed to 
approaching airplanes

• Reports are subjective, may contain 
mixed content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airplane braking action reports describe the available braking action, as perceived by the flight crew, following the landing.

Braking action reports are typically reported to Air Traffic Control, which relays them to approaching airplanes and other interested parties.

An example of such a report would be … braking action good for the first half, poor for the second half.

The reports are subjective because they are based on individual pilot experience, perceptions, expectations, and deceleration techniques.

 [NEXT SLIDE]




Contaminant Type & Depth 
Report 
Contaminant Type & Depth 
Report

• Airport management characterizes 
runway surface condition (compact 
snow, wet/dry snow, slush, ice, etc.) 

• Updated as warranted, reported via 
ATIS and NOTAM

• Conditions can vary rapidly and may 
not be uniform 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A runway surface condition report is based on observation of contaminant type and depth.

Airport management updates these reports, and they are typically reported via AUTOMATIC TERMINAL INFORMATION SERVICE (ATIS).

An example of a runway description would be - 90% [of the runway is covered with a] trace [of] - 1/16” [of] wet snow, 10% clear and wet. Snow removal in
process.

The report can quickly become outdated in an environment with rapidly changing conditions and nonuniform surface conditions.
[NEXT SLIDE]




Runway Friction MeasurementsRunway Friction Measurements
• Airport management measures runway 

friction with specialized equipment (e.g., 
decelerometer, 72/59/68 = 67)

• Reported via ATIS when measurement 
falls below a threshold of 40

• Example: “Runway 27, MU 42/41/28 at zero 
one eight zulu, ice.

• Operations suspended; equipment subject 
to contaminant constraints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Runway friction reports contain measured values of runway surface friction.

Airport management collects the measurements with specialized equipment, as conditions warrant.

Measurements are often reported in whole numbers such as 72 / 59 / 68, typically based on thirds of the runway. These numbers may be averaged to give one number for the entire runway. 

The measurements are reported via ATIS as deemed necessary.

In the example shown, ice is the runway surface contaminant, Mu is the greek letter that is used as a symbol for friction, and zero one eight zulu is the time of the measurement.

Friction measurements require runway operations to be suspended and the equipment are subject to specific contaminant type and depth constraints.

 [NEXT SLIDE]




Landing Performance DataLanding Performance Data
Certified 

Data
Advisory   

Data

Operational role Flight 
dispatch

Enroute 
decisions

FAA-required? Yes No

Location AFM QRH

Factored data? Yes No

Thrust reversers included? No Optional

Safety margin source? FARs Operator/FAA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landing performance data are generally organized into 2 groups:  certified data and advisory data. 

The certified data are required by FAA for dispatch and are based on demonstrated dry data. The data are published in the Airplane Flight Manual. The certified data are factored with additional safety margins required by FAA regulation.  This means that the flight-test-demonstrated distance for an airplane landing on a dry, smooth, hard-surfaced runway is increased by 67% for expected dry conditions and by 92% for expected wet or slippery conditions. These margins account for differences between flight test and operational techniques and variations. The certified landing performance data do not permit a credit for reverse thrust. 

The advisory data are provided by airplane manufacturers to support enroute decisionmaking and are included in the Quick Reference Handbook. The advisory data are intended to present actual airplane performance capability with no additional safety margin added.  The data typically include reverse thrust.
In practice, the FAA and the operator are responsible for determining an appropriate safety margin to add to the advisory data. 


[NEXT SLIDE]





Arrival Landing Distance 
Assessments 
Arrival Landing Distance 
Assessments

• Much performance data and many 
operators’ practices pre-date accident

• Advocated by FAA but not required
• Attempt to ensure airplane 

performance capability is adequate 
(for actual conditions, configuration, and 
planned procedures)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many operators like Southwest Airlines elect to routinely use advisory landing performance data to support operational decisions.

The FAA advocates the existence and use of advisory data, but does not require or approve the use of these data.

Landing distance assessments help ensure that airplane performance capability is adequate for the actual conditions, airplane configuration, and planned procedures.

In the Midway accident, the crew accomplished an arrival landing distance assessment with the aid of the OPC.

[NEXT SLIDE]




Rational Arrival AssessmentsRational Arrival Assessments

1. Defined procedures
2. Actual condition,configuration, 

deceleration data
3. Scientific method to calculate 

stopping performance
4. FAA-approved performance data
5. Minimum standard to correlate 

runway condition to airplane braking 
6. Planned positive margin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Board believes that a rational arrival landing distance assessment method should incorporate six critical components:

Defined operational procedures
Actual condition, airplane configuration, and planned deceleration device data
A physics-based method for calculating airplane stopping performance 
FAA-approved performance data
A minimum standard for correlating the runway surface condition to airplane braking coefficient
A planned positive margin, to account for reasonable operational variations and uncertainties.


 [NEXT SLIDE]




Conclusions (Arrival Assessments)Conclusions (Arrival Assessments)

• Good, voluntary practices exist, but 
landing overruns continue to occur 

• Arrival assessments provide both 
operational and safety benefits

• FAA must establish a rational method 
for operators to use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landing overruns on wet/slippery and contaminated runways continue to occur.

Good industry practice, on a voluntary basis, demonstrates that arrival landing distance assessments can provide both operational and safety benefits.

While the Board generally supports the FAA guidance contained in the Safety Alert to Operators issued in August 2006, we also believe that the FAA should establish a rational arrival assessment method for operators to use that incorporates FAA-approved performance data, a minimum correlation standard, and a planned positive margin.

 [NEXT SLIDE]




RecommendationsRecommendations
• Clear guidance/training to pilots and 

dispatchers
• Standard methodology for arrival 

landing distance assessments
• Performance data, conditions, plus 

15% minimum safety margin
• Minimum standard for braking ability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the completion of the investigation of the accident at Midway, the Safety Board issued a number of recommendations to FAA to address the issues found in that accident.  Among them were:
Require operators to provide clear guidance and training to their pilots and dispatchers about their policy on surface conditions, braking action reports, and assumptions used in making landing distance calculations.
Require operators to use a standardized methodology for arrival landing distance assessments that includes approved performance data, actual arrival conditions, a means of correlating the airplane’s braking ability with runway surface conditions, using the most conservative interpretation and including a 15% safety margin.
Require operators to conduct arrival landing distance assessments based on existing performance data, actual conditions, and incorporating a minimum safety margin of 15%.  This recommendation is classified as “urgent.”
Establish a minimum standard for operators to use in correlating an airplane’s braking ability to braking action reports and runway contaminant type and depth reports for surface conditions that are worse than bare and dry.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting us here today.  I am happy to answer any questions you may have at this time. 
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